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THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE WEST507 

Hi you! 

We can imagine you’re pretty excited to pick up your keys and move all your 

belongings into your brand new apartment. To make sure everything runs 

smoothly, we have the following information.  

In general, the following measures apply:  

- Do not come with more than 3 persons to move your belongings!  

- Do not enter the elevator with more than three persons.  

- Respect the 1,5 meter distance from others at all time.  

- Do not move-in this weekend if you show any of the known symptoms. 

Check RIVM ’s website for more information. 

- No deliveries can be done during these days and will be send away. 

- Place the confirmation of your time slot under your front window!  (only 

for the move-in days) 

Parking 

If you’ve booked a timeslot for the move-in day, keep in mind that you can make 

use of the parking spots in front of the entrances. You can load and unload, but 

keep in mind that this is still  a paid parking spot. If you want to park your car in 

the garage, that is possible. You can also park your car at our outside parking 

spots. If you normally do not have a parking spot in the garage, you will have to 

move the car after you have moved your belongings. Definitive parking numbers 

will be shared soon! 

Drilling 

You may have already heard it during our previous Q&A sessions, drilling is not 

allowed. WEST507 is a monumental building and the rules in a monumental 

building are stricter. Do you want to hang up posters/pictures? No worries! Use 

for example sticky wall hooks! Be creative 😊 

Curtain rails 

No drilling?! So how are tenants going to hang up curtains?! We got you! The 

FIZZ makes sure that in each apartment there will be curtain rails. Unfor tunately, 

this is not in the apartment yet. In the upcoming month the curtain rails will be 

installed and we make an appointment with you. More information follows.  

In the meantime, the following regulations apply with this, for your own safety 

and to prevent damage: 

https://www.rivm.nl/coronavirus-covid-19
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• Curtains may only be hung on the curtain rails installed by the owner (IC 

Services). It is not allowed to hang up curtains anywhere else.  

• When selecting and ordering curtains, the weight of the curtain may not 

exceed 10 kilos per linear meter.  

• When hanging up curtains, 10 to 12 runners per linear meter must be 

used. 

• Curtains must be fire retardant.  

 

Appointments  

Beside hanging up the curtains, lamps will also be installed in the bathrooms.  

To not disturb the tenants multiple times, both installations will be done in one 

appointment.  More information about this will be shared as soon as possible.  

Internet 

See this link for your guide to ‘Internet & TV ’.  The company ITT Desk can 

assist you in case you need any (but it's easy to set up). You only need a router.   
 

 

Tags 

During the key pick up, you will receive tags from us. With these tags you can 

open the doors of your entrance. If Heiman Dullaertplein is your address, the 

Heiman Dullaertplein entrance will also be your entrance. Is Westzeedijk your 

address? Than the entrance on this side will be your entrance.  

With the tags you also have access to the communal areas: Juliana Zaal, Tudor 

Room and Gothic Room. For the rooftop terrace and atrium you do not need a 

tag.   

 

https://www.the-fizz.nl/uploads/1/0/2/2/102212996/5stappen_icn_01-2018.pdf
https://www.the-fizz.nl/uploads/1/0/2/2/102212996/utp-coax_eng-ned_fizz_youngprof_02-2018.pdf
https://www.the-fizz.nl/uploads/1/0/2/2/102212996/contact.pdf
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Figure 1 Main entrance - Heiman Dullaertplein 
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Figure 2  Westzeedijk Entrance Left Door 
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Figure 3 Westzeedijk Entrance right door 
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Figure 4 Second Door 

Trash 

To keep the area as clean as possible we have trash containers in front of the 

Westzeedijk entrance. These containers will be installed by the municipality of 

Rotterdam in the upcoming weeks. For now, the containers are places on parking 

spots and will be cleaned as much as possible. Please separate your trash 

properly and put these in the right containers: residual waste, cardboard and 

glass.  
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Figure 5 Containers at the back of the building, Westzeedijk 

 


